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Rigorous characterization of oxygen vacancies in ionic oxides
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Charged and neutral oxygen vacancies in the bulk and on perfect and defective surfaces of MgO are
characterized as quantum-mechanical subsystems chemically bonded to the host lattice and containing most of
the charge left by the removed oxygens. Attractors of the electron density appear inside the vacancy, a
necessary condition for the existence of a subsystem according to the atoms in molecules theory. The analysis
of the electron localization function also shows attractors at the vacancy sites, which are associated to a
localization basin shared with the valence domain of the nearest oxygens. This polyatomic superanion exhibits
chemical trends guided by the formal charge and the coordination of the vacancy. The topological approach is
shown to be essential to understand and predict the nature and chemical reactivity of these objects. There is not
a vacancy but a coreless pseudoanion that behaves as an activated host oxygen.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.075103 PACS number~s!: 31.10.1z, 61.72.Ji, 68.47.Gh
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study ofF centers in insulating and semiconductin
crystals has received significant experimental and theore
attention for more than 30 years~see for example Refs. 1,2
and references therein!. F centers in metal oxide crystal
result from oxygen vacancies that are not naturally ass
ated to metal vacancy counterparts such as in Schottky
fects. In the laboratory, defective solids containing an exc
of oxygen vacancies can be obtained by chemical de
droxylation of the surface, irradiation, doping with metal v
pors, or Ar1 bombing.2 As a result, new interesting defec
induced optical and electronic properties appear that
mainly controlled by the crystalline structure of the host m
terial. At the surface, oxygen vacancies are associated to
active centers in adsorption and catalytic processes of t
nological relevance.2,3 The catalysis experiments ar
interpreted by assuming thatF centers in MgO are localized
regions with a well defined chemical behavior.3 Consistent
with this image, the electron-paramagnetic-resonance~EPR!
spectra of theF1 center in MgO also point towards a su
stantial localization of the unpaired electron.4 These and
other observations suggest thatF centers in ionic crystals ar
localized objects calling for a rigorous chemical charact
ization and a quantitative measure of their electron local
tion. Both questions are very hard to be settled experim
tally and pose a challenge to theory.

The subject has been the focus of several theoretica
vestigations, indeed. Supercell and embedded clu
studies5–7 have accurately predicted the energetics and sp
tral features ofF centers in MgO. However, attempts
quantify the electron localization failed to give conclusi
results due to the use of Mulliken population analysis as w
as to the observed basis dependence of the proje
charges.8 Besides, charge density differences and spin d
sity maps4,9,10 provide a clear but only qualitative picture o
the electrons trapped in the hole cavity. This image requ
a quantitative description to fully understand the depende
0163-1829/2002/66~7!/075103~6!/$20.00 66 0751
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of the center properties upon the local environment and
type of the host lattice. Therefore, we believe that a defi
tive, physically founded characterization of the nature ofF
centers in ionic crystals is still in need.

In this work, we investigate this problem following a to
pological approach that examines the crystal electron den
combining the theory of atoms in molecules11 ~AIM ! and the
electron localization function~ELF!.12,13 The AIM theory
provides a rigorous partition of physical space into op
quantum subsystems~atoms or functional groups!14 such that
physical properties can be determined for a subsystem
all subsystems contribute additively to the crystal propert
The ELF function was designed by Becke and Edgecomb
provide an orbital independent description of the elect
localization.12 The ELF is defined as

h~rW !5
1

11S Ds

Ds
+ D 2 , ~1!

where Ds and Ds
+ represent, respectively, the curvature

the electron pair density for electrons of identicals spins
~the Fermi hole! for the actual system and a homogeneo
electron gas with the same density. The analytical form
ELF confines its values between 0 and 1. ELF is close to
in those regions where the antiparallel spin-pair probabi
is high and close to zero where it is low.

Using the AIM method, Bader and Platts15 discussed in
1997 a Li14F13

1 finite cluster model of the LiFF center, while
Madsenet al.16 extended in 1999 the analysis using also t
ELF to theF center arising from an extra sodium atom
sodalite. Both works suggested theF centers to be very lo-
calized quantum subsystems or pseudoatoms.

Here, we show thatF andF1 centers located in the bulk
and on clean and defective surfaces of MgO can be identi
with pseudoatomic entities within the host lattice. Our ma
aim is to provide the physical grounds to the chemical
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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havior exhibited by these pseudoatomic subsystems. In
ticular, we clarify: ~i! whether they are to be described
dangling bonds, lone pairs, or single electrons; and~ii !
whether there is any electron delocalization involving t
rest of the lattice or a defined part of it. After these points
solved, we turn to the evolution of the properties of the d
fect as a subsystem, considering in detail its electronic po
lation, spin multiplicity, and coordination at the vacancy si

II. THE TOPOLOGICAL APPROACH: BASIC CONCEPTS

The study of the topology of scalar fields construct
from the multielectron wave function, like the electron de
sity r(rW) or the ELFh(rW), has proven a very fruitful path
way to extracting chemical information from quantum m
chanics. The topological jargon is introduced through
associated gradient vector fields¹W r and ¹W h. Very suc-
cinctly, every gradient line of these vector fields starts,
ends, at a critical point of the scalar field, i.e., a point wh
the gradient is null. These special points are further classi
according to the nature of the Hessian of the scalar fi
which in Bader’s terminology,17 involve a pair of integer
indices: the rank of the Hessian matrix, and the sum of
signs of its eigenvalues at the critical point. A (3,23) critical
point, for example, is a local maximum or three-dimensio
attractor of the field, and the geometrical locus of all t
points whose field lines end up at that site defines the att
tion basin of the critical point. Three-dimensional attracto
of the electron density are usually located at the nuclear
sitions, and their basins are referred to as atomic basins
occasionally (3,23) attractors not associated to any nucl
or nonnuclear maxima~NNM! appear. Different atomic ba
sins are necessarily separated by two-dimensional surf
~separatrices! characterized by local zero flux of the gradie
field. Every other critical point of the field is located on
these surfaces, and whenever two atomic basins share a
dimensional portion of a separatrix, a (3,21) critical saddle
point appears that signals the presence of a chemical b
between both basins. These points are called bond cri
points ~bCP’s!, and two unique gradient lines start at the
that end at the two bonded nuclei. The union of these
lines is called the bond path.

The topology of the ELF provides a real space look at
pairing of electrons, and allows an easy identification of
the chemical concepts traditionally emanated from the Le
model. The three-dimensional attractors of the ELF may
cur at nuclear~core basins! or non-nuclear~valence basins!
positions. Different classes of valence basins are dis
guished by means of the synaptic order, the number of c
basins sharing separatrices with a given valence basin,
vided that all these cores belong to a common localiza
domain.18 A localization domain is the volume enclosed b
one or more closed isosurfaces ofh(rW). When a localization
domain contains more than one attractor within it, it is cal
reducible. Otherwise it is said to be irreducible. Given t
terminology, monosynaptic valence basins,V(X), corre-
spond to electron lone pairs or to groups of electron lo
pairs of atomX, disynaptic basinsV(X,Y) to the electrons of
07510
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two-center bonds betweenX and Y, trisynaptic basin
V(X,Y,Z) to three-center bonds, and so on.

Since three-dimensional basins fill the space, relevant
servables may be additively partitioned into basin contrib
tions by integrating the relevant observable densities,
rA(rW), over the basin under study,V i ,

^A&V i
5E

V i

rA~rW !drW. ~2!

As a simple application of the above prescription, ba
populations,N(V i), are obtained as

N̄~V i !5E
V i

r~rW !drW, ~3!

and their variances through the following formula:

s2~N̄;V i !5E
V i

drW1E
V i

p~rW1 ,rW2!drW22@N̄~V i !#
21N~V i !,

~4!

wherep(rW1 ,rW2) is the spinless pair density.19

It has been shown that the population variance of a gi
basini can be readily written as a sum of contributions ar
ing from all the other basins~covariance!:20

s2~N̄;V i !5(
j Þ i

N̄~V i !N̄~V j !2E
V i

dr1W E
V j

p~rW1 ,rW2!drW2 .

~5!

In this expressionN̄(V i)N̄(V j ) is the number of electron
pairs classically expected from the basin population, wher
N̄(V i ,V j ) is the actual number of pairs obtained by dire
integration of the pair function over theV i and V j basins.
The variance is thus a measure of the quantum-mechan
uncertainty of the population of a given basin as a con
quence of electron delocalization, whereas the pair cov
ance indicates the degree of correlation between the pop
tion fluctuations of two given basins.

III. MODELING AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

We have chosenF andF1 centers in MgO covering the
coordinations and symmetry environments depicted in Fig
They are prototypical examples of oxygen vacancy syste
suited to be investigated through a sensible computatio
modeling. In order to asses the performance of our resu
we have completed extensive cluster in the lattice and su
cell periodic quantum-mechanical calculations using
GAUSSIAN98 ~Ref. 21! and CRYSTAL98 ~Ref. 22! codes, re-
spectively. The electron densities so generated have b
analyzed with theEXTREME ~Ref. 23! and CRITIC ~Ref. 24!
codes, while the ELF functions have been studied with
TOPMOD ~Ref. 25! program. To illustrate in a simple manne
our main findings, we concentrate on the most representa
cluster-type results.

Our clusters consist of a quantum-mechanical all elect
region containing the vacancy and the neighboring Mg an
shells shown in Fig. 1. These atoms are described with fl
3-2
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RIGOROUS CHARACTERIZATION OF OXYGEN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 075103 ~2002!
ible enough Gaussian-type double-z basis sets plus polariza
tion functions (@11s11p1d/4s4p1d# for O and
@13s13p1d/4s4p1d# for Mg!. The inclusion of basis func
tions at the vacancy position has been checked to introd
negligible effects. In particular, we have considered
@3s2p1d# basis set of Ref. 7 with optimized exponents f
the bulkF1 case. Peripheral oxygens are surrounded by a
of Mg21 effective core potentials in order to avoid the u
physical electron density polarization that otherwise occu
The electrostatic lattice potential in the cluster region h
been accurately represented by the Evjen’s method,26 using
an appropriate set of fractional point charges that also p
vide neutrality to the system. Similar embedding mod
have been successfully used to determine the optical sp
in bulk and surfaceF centers.7

A two-step procedure has been followed. In a first sta
the clusters have been examined at fixed bulk geome
under both the unrestricted Hartree-Fock~HF! and the non-
local ~Ref. 27! density-functional approximations. Geomet
cal relaxations of the lattice around the defects were la
taken into account at the HF level. As an interesting o
come, we have found that our basic results derived from
properties of the electron density and the ELF function
pear to be mostly insensitive to the theoretical level and
the computationally expensive geometry optimizatio
Thus, our discussion is carried out on the cluster HF res
obtained at the bulk frozen geometry.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The F centers in MgO turn out to be proper quantu
subsystems, or chemical objects. In all cases studied, a
maximum of the electron density~or non-nuclear maximum
NNM! appears near the vacancy center. This NNM is nec
sarily surrounded by a zero flux surface of the electron d
sity gradient field that separates it from the rest of the lat
ions. The NNM shares an important number of propert
with the host oxide it replaces, including basin size,

FIG. 1. Quantum-mechanical regions of our embedded clu
models. From top to bottom, left to right: bulk (Oh symmetry!,
corner (C3v), bare surface (C4v), and step (Cs). Small dark balls
represent the vacancy position, white balls the Mg ions, and
dark spheres the oxide ions.
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charge and topology, behaving as a coreless or valence-
anion~see Fig. 2!. These are remarkable features if we noti
the bulk electron density values at the O22 nucleus and at the
NNM site: 291 versus 0.02–0.03 e/bohr3. Despite this dis-
parity, the NNM basin is isomorphic to that of the pure ho
oxide, and both basins show bCP’s that link them to th
nearest (Mg21 ions), and next nearest neighbo
(O22 ions). Moreover, the electron density at th
NNM-Mg21 bCP (0.021 e/bohr3 for a bulk F center! is
strikingly near the value found at its O22-Mg21 counterpart
(0.034 e/bohr3). The nature of the bonds is also unaffect
upon replacing the oxides by the pseudoanions. In both c
the interactions are of the closed-shell type. This is a sign
cant departure from the shared-shell bonding nature of N
found for example in metallic systems, but agrees with t
previously reported in ionic systems.15,16,28

As differences among different centers are regarded,
NNM basins turn out to be slightly smaller than the O22

basin either in the bulk or at the surface sites (S), as a de-
tailed exam of Fig. 2 shows. The distance from the ba
attractors to their nearest bCP’s, i.e., the topological ra
provide a precise and significant measure of the basin si
r (O22)52.28, r (F)52.01, r (FS)51.93, r (F1)51.91, and
r (FS

1)51.85 bohr. As topological radii correlate wit
atomic electronegativities (x),29 the relative size of the hos
and defect basins can then be understood by assuming a
defined sequence of electronegativities:x(O22).x(F)
.x(FS)'x(F1).x(FS

1).
The patterns of electronic localization near the defe

may be easily gained by analyzing the ELF scalar funct

@h(rW)#, which approaches 0 and 1 in the limits of weak a
strong localization.F centers in MgO emerge as very loca
ized objects, always associated to a localization basin aro
a punctual attractor. Theh values at the attractors are clos
to 1, revealing a true Lewis pair and an unpaired electron
the F andF1 cases, respectively. ELF basins are connec
through (3,21) CP’s. The ELF value at the (3,21) CP on
the surface separating the pseudoatom valence,V(vac), from
the magnesium core basin,C(Mg), is very low, whereas tha
on the V(vac)-V(O) separatrix is higher than th
V(O)-C(O) separation. In the bulk case, for instance, the
values are 0.031, 0.134, 0.029, respectively. The vacancy
the valence shells of then nearest oxides thus belong to th
same localization domain. They define a combined ob
with stoichiometry On

(2n12)2 in F centers and On
(2n11)2 in

F1 defects that we call asuperanion. As a result, we find
that the ELF delocalization is small betweenV(O) and
V(vac) and negligible betweenC(Mg) and V(vac). This
means, in turn, that the superanions are mainly stabilized
the electrostatic interactions with the neighboring mag
sium cations. This superanionic ELF picture clearly dist
guishes the O-vac from the Mg-vac interactions, and comp
ments qualitatively the AIM results.

According to our calculations, the nature of the defect
centers is governed by the actual formal charge and by
location of the vacancy. We have found clear trends along
Bulk → Surface→ Step→ Corner ~BSSC! sequence. The
electron density inside the pseudoatom becomes flatter

er

ig
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FIG. 2. Flux lines of the electron-density gradient vector field¹W r around the bulk~top! and bare surface~bottom! defects. From left to
right we plot the perfect crystal, theF, and theF1 centers. The O22 vacancy site lies at the center of all the plots, oxide ions occur al
the main diagonals, and magnesium ions along the@100# directions. Thick lines represent the bond paths and interatomic separatrice
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flatter, and the value at the NNM site approaches that at
neighboring bCP’s. As a consequence, the pseudoatom
softer and small geometrical and vacancy-lattice polariza
effects appear along this series. These are enhanced i
chargedF1 systems. A careful comparison of the¹W r vector
07510
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field maps plotted in Fig. 2 reveals that the nearest-neigh
atoms expand towards the vacancy as the coordination in
decreases, the effect being larger for theF1 than for theF
center. Accordingly, the NNM-Mg bCP’s, and to a less exte
the NNM-O bCP’s, approach the position of the NNM, a
3-4
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TABLE I. NNM and ELF basin populations,N(V), and^Sz&V5
1
2 *V@ra(rW)2rb(rW)#drW values~in elec-

tron units! in the F andF1 vacancies. ForF1, a complete localization insideV implies ^Sz&V50.5.

F center F1 center
Bulk Surface Step Corner Bulk Surface Step Corne

N(NNM) 1.42 1.38 1.07 0.86 0.73 0.71 0.71 0.58
N(ELF) 1.99 1.89 1.89 1.58 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.93
Sz(NNM) 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.26
Sz(ELF) 0.35 0.36 0.36 0.37
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the pseudoatom becomes less spherical and more pola
towards the oxide ions. It is to be noticed that these res
are preserved if lattice relaxations around the defects are
lowed.

The ELF localization domains enclosed by theh50.8
isosurfaces are shown in Fig. 3 for the neutralF defects.
Only the vacancy domain changes substantially through
BSSC sequence. In the bulk, it is a region of high and ne
constant electron localization. But as the coordination ind
decreases and space free of electrons becomes increas
accessible, the superanion andV(vac) basins expand out o
the crystal surface, and the defect turns more delocalized
a direct effect of the increasing delocalization in space of
V(vac)-V(O) localization domain, theh values at the O-vac
(3,21) CP increase, while those at the Mg-vac CP decre
along the BSSC sequence. These trends are smoothed
single electronF1 cases.

A quantitative measure of the degree of localization
provided by the electron populations shown in Table I, o
tained by integrating the electron densities over the NN
and ELF defect basins. A similar magnitude providing info
mation about spin localization is found by integrating t
spin densitŷ Sz&. The pseudoatom population is smaller th
its formal value, and decreases along the BSSC sequen
agreement with the progressive delocalization of the de

FIG. 3. Localization domains of theF vacancy in the bulk~top
left!, bare surface~top right!, step~bottom left!, and corner~bottom

right! in MgO. The limiting isosurfaces correspond toh(rW)50.8.
V(vac) basins are clearly identified as the biggest light doma
whereasC(Mg) ~smallest domains! andV(O) basins appeared lo
cated in their corresponding crystallographic positions.
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tive electrons among their neighbors. From 1.4 to 0.9 el
trons dwell within theF NNM’s, and from 0.7 to 0.6 in the
F1 case. The step and corner geometries yield rather c
populations for theF centers, which are about 30% small
than those calculated for the bare surface and the bulk
fects. The integrated spin density in the paramagneticF1

centers confirms that the unpaired electron is mostly loca
in the pseudoatom basin even in the low coordination site
is interesting to observe that the ELFV(vac) populations are
much closer to the perfectly localized picture than the NN
ones, even though both the electron density and ELF ba
follow the same trends. The greater ELF populations are
to nonnegligible lattice contributions to theV(vac) popula-
tion. This image gives additional support to the superan
concept. It is remarkable that theV(O)-V(vac) covariances
increase along the BSSC sequence, thus enhancing the
calization within the superanion valence shell.

One of our most interesting findings concerns the symm
try constrained position of the NNM and ELF attractors f
the surface defects~see Table II!. The NNM sinks substan-
tially from its nominal position into the crystal, the displac
ment being larger as the coordination index decreases.
ELF attractor also moves from its nominal position, but th
time in the opposite direction. This divergent behavior illu
trates how the image provided by the electron density
the ELF function complement each other and increase
interpretative capabilities of the topological approach. T
different forces acting in opposite directions, the electrosta
potential and the Pauli repulsion, mould this behavi
Whereas the NNM is driven inside the bulk material by t
dominant Madelung attraction to the nearest Mg21 basins,
the ELF attractor moves outward where the Pauli repuls
from neighboring shells is minimized.

Interestingly enough, these results allow us to sugg
some physical ideas concerning the surface reactivity oF
centers. Firstly, these defects should be unfavorable posit
for physisorption, that mostly relies on the balance of attr

s,

TABLE II. Distances~in bohr! from the actual position of the
NNM and ELF attractors to the nominal vacancy position. Symm
try precludes displacements in bulk defects.

F center F1 center
Bulk Surface Step Corner Bulk Surface Step Corn

NNM 0.16 0.63 0.96 0.01 0.42 0.84
ELF 0.91 1.19 0.63 0.74 1.17 0.73
3-5
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tive electrostatic and Pauli repulsion forces between the
face and the adsorbate. The different location of the NN
and ELF attractors splits the optimum distance at which
adsorbate should rest over the surface into a classical~elec-
trostatic! and quantum~Pauli! pair. The adsorption energ
becomes smaller as compared to the case where both
tances coincide. Secondly, chemisorption of Lewis ac
should be favored onF centers, as theV(vac) basin has a
strong dangling bond character and should, therefore, ten
form dative bonds with electron deficient reactants. Ana
gously,F1 centers might chemisorb radicals. In this case
vacancy basin merges with the Lewis’s lone pair basin of
substrate within which most of the spin density is localize
The total number of basins of the surface plus adsorbat
lowered by one, and the total Pauli repulsion decreases,
explaining the observed formation ofsuperbasesites associ-
ated to the defects.3 Finally, bothF andF1 centers should be
favored protonation sites. Inserting a proton close to the
tractor of theV(vac) increases the attractive potential ene
and leaves the number of basins unchanged. Hence, the
topological change principle is fulfilled.31 The protonation of
a F1 center should yield the formation of a weakly bound
hydrogen available for further chemical reaction, and a s
es

al.

i.

D.
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ond proton insertion in aF center could lead to the formatio
of an adsorbed hydrogen molecule.31,32

We conclude that MgOF centers are clear quantum su
systems, definitely characterized by a high degree of e
tronic localization. When the anion vacancy is formed,
coreless pseudoanion, which behaves as an activated
site appears, and its valence basin merges with those o
nearest oxides to form a polyatomic superanion. The pro
ties of these objects are mainly dependent on the actua
ordination index of the defect. The topological approach p
vides the essential analytical tools to understand the natur
the F centers and to predict their chemical role in the bu
and surface reactivity of the material.
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